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1. Our name and its
meaning.

Green Master can be taken as a Green Teacher and as a Green Lord at the same time. Green is a
symbol of nature, biosphere, spring, ecology, plants, forest, herbs, organic purity, health,
balance, peace, money, love and happiness.

Green Teacher study carefully and patiently essence of these
characters, mastering their mighty powers and rule as Green Lord on
them. Then with inspiration and love he transfers all knowledge he has to his
students and followers..

2. Our history.

The company was established in 1998 in Sofia
and is the first and only home company
managed to grow and establish itself in the
highly competitive environment of Multi Level
Marketing (MLM) business in Bulgaria
Starting at the beginning with the production
and sale of innovative technical products for
the home, today the company has expanded its
successful parameter offers the wide variety of
products for health, beauty and home
cleanliness.

2. Our history.
Thanks to its team of professionals in areas of innovative technology, medicine,
pharmaceutical, cosmetic and marketing, and partnerships with producers and experts from
Bulgaria, Europe and across the world, Green Master managed to create and establish dozens
of brands that became a symbol of high quality, usability and best prices for hundreds of
thousands of consumers.
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As a participant in the World of Wellness
Revolution business Green Master turned
into thriving multinational company
vigorously developing its business in over
10 countries in the Balkans and Eastern
Europe.
Now the second decade, the company
provides a fantastic opportunity for
thousands of supporters from Bulgaria and
the world to become part of the greatest
business in the world - network marketing
and their dreams for financial success,
prosperity and happiness to become true!

3. Our principles.
They are seven in number and determine the nature, intentions and actions of the Green Master
as a company. Our principles are universal and should be actively enforced and applied by the
management and staff of Green Master, and the leaders and consultants involved in its
activities.
Principle of Dream – Dream inspires and gives life to
everything and everyone;
Principle of Wisdom – Wisdom leads and manages
everything and everyone;
Principle of Justice – Justice is the basis of intentions,
decisions and actions of everyone and everything;
Principle of Love and Beauty– Love and Beauty are the
essence of everything and everyone;
Principle of Power – Power is the basis of development
and improvement of everything and everyone;
Principle of Knowledge – Knowledge accelerate
development and crowning perfection of everything and
everyone;
Principle of Unity – everything and everyone is striving
for unity, harmony and wholeness.

4. Our vision for the future.
Constantly developing powerful multinational
network marketing company, part of the world
megaindustriy of the world's greatest business Wellness - business for prosperity.

5. Our mission.
To help each person become part of the family of
Green Master to achieve their dreams for selfdevelopment, self-fulfillment, prosperity and
happiness.

To help numerous clients to obtain useful
information and access to incredible products and
services of the company, giving them health, beauty,
cleanliness and comfort.

50 000 000 Харесвания

To help for a better and more
peaceful world, a clean planet and
happy mankind.

6. Our objectives for years 2012 - 2018
To work within the 10 countries;
To offer more than 2,000 different products and services
related to business for prosperity;
To offer products and services of high quality, value and
innovation, at very reasonable prices for customers;
To improve the quality of service and satisfy customer
needs;
To offer the best opportunities to its VIP clients for career
development, training, gifts and exciting entertainment;
To increase the annual results of the company, with no less
than 30%..
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6. Our objectives for years 2012 - 2018.

Goals to achieve in Bulgaria:
60,000 registered VIP customers;
Annual turnover - 5,000,000 points;
100 regional partners with at least 600 serving VIP clients and a monthly turnover of
4,000 points.

7. Our products and services.
They are always precise and carefully selected with a maximum criteria of
innovation, high quality, proven effectiveness and benefit the welfare of the
consumer.
Green Master is one of the few modern companies, for which the
fundamental law on Network Marketing – to provide the most direct route
for goods and services from producer to customer, without unnecessary costs
and speculation and cheapest prices is mandatory.

Our products and services are divided into several categories:
Health - food additives, health cosmetics, magnetic jewelry and equipment for health.
Innovations - unique products and equipment of new generation with exclusive benefits
and effects for the whole family.
For the home - cooking utensils, water filters, organic cleaners, bamboo and microfiber
cleaning cloth, etc..
Beauty - Fine jewelry with Swarovski elements, etc., white and beauty cosmetics,
luxurious perfumes, shampoos and shower gels.
Services
Insurance (life and general);
Training seminars and offering helpful books;
Other services.

8. Our bonus program for career development.
It is a modern, balanced and fair distribution of goods among all the players in the business customer, VIP customer, structure, leadership and company.

Five kinds of bonuses - personal, linear, structural, and regional leadership give great
potential for career development and financial success. Due to development of
international markets, Green Master allows his distributors to receive additional bonuses from
distribution networks in other countries.

8. Our bonus program for career development.

Career in the company is accompanied by image-making ranks as "Golden VIP",
"Platinum VIP", "Diamond VIP" etc. Green Master continuously motivate its
distributors and leaders with monthly and longterm prize competitions with fantastic
gifts.

Since the end of 2012, to support the success of the associates of Green Master will be a
new and unique software with a personal virtual office, through which structures, sales
and activity will be visible and orders of products will be carried out. It will be released
and platform for mobile computers and tablets containing electronic catalog,
presentations and other services to help distributors.

9. Our system of education and entertainment.
The training system is focused on personal development of the leader and the
distributor. Its purpose is to acquaint them with the advantages of an excellent
company bonus program opportunities for financial success and the qualities
and properties of our whole range of products and best practices for successful
sales and establishing of large structures.

Training is done through life seminars, online seminars, online presentations, literature,
national and international meetings and events. By the end of 2012 will be built training
"matrix of success" for all VIP lavels – from bedinners to leaders, which will highlight the
most important steps on the path to success, such as: goal, plan, actions, communications,
training , achieving objectives.

9. Our system of education and entertainment.
In our training very important role play participation and involvement of trained
leaders and distributors. Thanks to their enthusiasm, professionalism, pride and
strength Green Master has become a place for the fulfillment of dreams, a place where
you only need to ask and you will receive unconditional support to succeed and be
happy!!!

We know how to work - and we know how to party. Constant is the desire of Green

Master to create conditions for unforgettable entertainment - meetings, parties, balls and
vacations. We have a history that our events are attended by some of the biggest stars of
Bulgaria.

10. Our social commitment.
Green Master is a new generation company, striving not only to the improvement and
welfare of its employees, consultants and customers, but also to take responsibility for
people with disabilities and especially to children. Since 2012 and in the future, the
company donates to SOS Children's Villages (Organization for Social Development,
which guarantees the right of every child to grow up in a family and to have happy
childhood and bright future).

10. Our social commitment.
Thanks to all of Green Master by whose efforts we can take care of
the children of Bulgaria!
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